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For exploring the physics behind the accelerating universe a crucial question is how much we
can learn about the dynamics through next generation cosmological experiments. For example, in
defining the dark energy behavior through an effective equation of state, how many parameters can
we realistically expect to tightly constrain? Through both general and specific examples (including
new parametrizations and principal component analysis) we argue that the answer is 42 – no, wait,
two. Cosmological parameter analyses involving a measure of the equation of state value at some
epoch (e.g. w0) and a measure of the change in equation of state (e.g. w
′) are therefore realistic in
projecting dark energy parameter constraints. More elaborate parametrizations could have some
uses (e.g. testing for bias or comparison with model features), but do not lead to accurately measured
dark energy parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the acceleration of the cosmic expan-
sion has thrown physics and astronomy research into a
ferment of activity, from a search for fundamental theo-
ries to investigation of parametrizations relating models
and the cosmological dynamics to development of astro-
physical surveys yielding improved measurements. The
question of the nature of the accelerating mechanism
(“dark energy”) impacts the composition of some 70%
of the energy density of the universe, the evolution of
large scale structure, and the fate of the universe. Learn-
ing the physics responsible will advance the fundamental
frontiers of science, in high energy physics, extra dimen-
sions, gravity beyond Einstein relativity, or possibly the
unification of gravity and quantum physics.
Given the open landscape of proposed theories, it is
difficult to assess the prospects for a definitive measure-
ment of the physics. We consider here how much in-
formation the next generation of cosmological measure-
ments is likely to realistically provide on the nature of
dark energy. By “realistically”, we mean several things.
Knocking down theories one by one is unlikely to be
useful, given theorists’ fecundity and fickleness. Direct
reconstruction, whether of the dark energy equation of
state, density, or potential, while formally possible (in
a limited range at least), is stymied by statistical and
systematic errors in the observations. So the question
becomes, while describing dark energy in as model inde-
pendent fashion as possible, what is the greatest degree
of informative parametrization justified by the future ob-
servations.
In §II we examine various parametrizations, including
designing some new ones useful for studying aspects of
the dark energy dynamics, utilizing one to four parame-
ters. In §III we define success criteria for a parameter es-
timation and project what constraints future supernova
distance, CMB, and weak lensing shear measurements
can impose, analyzing the resulting maximum number of
parameters tightly fit. Discussion of trade offs between
success and model independence, such as in the mini-
mum variance approach, is another issue addressed. We
consider in §IV uncorrelated and non-parametric char-
acterizations. §V examines what the data requirements
would be to obtain more information on the nature of
dark energy and summarizes the conclusions on the vi-
able number of dark energy parameters.
II. MODELING DARK ENERGY
Dark energy appears in the Friedmann equations of
cosmological dynamics through its effective energy den-
sity and pressure. We emphasize that these need only
be effective quantities and not necessarily correspond to
characteristics of a physical scalar field, say. The ratio
of the energy density to pressure, known as the equation
of state ratio w, has importance within the equations re-
gardless of its physical origin. This has been emphasized
by [1] (see also [2]), in that any deviation of the Hubble
parameter H = a˙/a from the matter dominated behavior
can be written in terms of an effective equation of state.
So a function w(a), where a is the scale factor of the
universe, is key to understanding the dynamics of the cos-
mological expansion, in particular its acceleration. With
only imperfect knowledge of the expansion history a(t),
through noisy distance measures over a finite redshift
range, one cannot derive the full function w(a). The
minimum characteristics one would seek to provide in-
sight on the origin of the acceleration and nature of the
dark energy would be a measure of w at some epoch,
e.g. today, and a measure of its dynamics, i.e. its change
over time (see [3] for a demonstration of the strength of
this approach; see our §V for a discussion of the role of
sound speed). In particular these could yield consistency
or conflict with the two key properties of the cosmologi-
cal constant as the explanation: w unchanging and equal
to −1.
Within a realistic scenario of next generation observa-
tions, how much can we expect to learn about the dark
2energy function w(a)? We consider three approaches to
answering this question. After reviewing the basis for
the current two parameter model, in §II A we attempt to
generalize it with a phenomenological approach, calling
out a set of four characteristics of an evolving equation of
state, and then examining restrictions of the phase space.
In §II B we instead extend the two parameter model with
physically motivated third parameters. Later, for a more
dark energy model independent tack, in §IV we investi-
gate a principal component approach.
A. Describing Dark Energy Evolution
The two basic characteristics of a dynamical function
mentioned above – a value and a change in value – can
be implemented in many ways. The one in perhaps most
common use presently is employing the present value w0
and the logarithmic derivative with respect to scale fac-
tor, w′ ≡ dw/d ln a, at redshift z = 1 (a = 1/2):
w(a) = w0 − 2w′(1− a)
= w0 + wa(1− a). [Model 2.0] (1)
This possesses many useful properties, including a close
approximation to a wide variety of dark energy dynamics,
boundedness at early times (so CMB observations can
be readily treated), analyticity of the Hubble parameter
expression (involving an integral over w), and ease of
physical interpretation [4, 5].
To go beyond this description of dark energy dynam-
ics, one might characterize the physics in a broadly phe-
nomenological manner as having some equation of state
value far in the past, wp, (deep in the matter dominated
epoch, near the time of CMB last scattering, say), some
value far in the future, wf , (deep in the dark energy
dominated epoch), and treat the transition between the
two as occurring at some scale factor at and with some
rapidity τ .
We choose to treat the transition in terms of the e-
fold variable N = ln a, since this is the characteristic
scale of the cosmological background evolution. That is,
any dynamics driven purely by the expansion will have
a transition scale length of order one in this variable. If
the equation of state changes according to w˙ ∼ H , then
w′ = dw/dN ∼ 1.
In the neighborhood of the transition we can write
w(N) ≈ wt
[
1 + (N −Nt) 1
wt
dw
dNt
]
. (2)
There are many possible ways to extend this to a full
function describing the past and future evolution of the
equation of state. We would like this to be bounded in
both directions (i.e. the past N ≪ Nt and the future
N ≫ Nt). We choose to view Eq. (2) as the first order
term in an exponential, and applying our boundedness
criteria we adopt
w(N) = wf +
∆w
1 + e(N−Nt)/τ
, [Model 4.0] (3)
where ∆w = wp−wf . Note that τ = ∆w/[4(−dw/dNt)].
This is similar to the four parameter equation of state
proposed by [6],
w(a) = w0 + (wm − w0)1 + e
ac/∆
1− e1/∆
1− e(1−a)/∆
1 + e(ac−a)/∆
, (4)
due to a similar phenomenology, but Model 4.0 has some
advantages. The previous version carried out the transi-
tion in a rather than N (also cf. [7]), and so there was
no natural scale for the transition rapidity, unlike the
present case. Also, Model 4.0 allows integration over w
to be done analytically and so the Hubble parameter can
be written explicitly. Note that Eq. (3) is equivalent to
w(a) = wf +
∆w
1 + (a/at)1/τ
, [Model 4.0] (5)
and so
H2/H20 = Ωma
−3 + (1− Ωm)(1 + a1/τt )−3τ
′ ×
a−3(1+wf )[1 + (a/at)
−1/τ ]3τ
′
, (6)
where Ωm is the dimensionless matter density, τ
′ = τ∆w,
and we assume a spatially flat universe (as throughout
this article).
Our complete set of cosmological parameters for dis-
tance data then becomes {M,Ωm, wf ,∆w, at, τ}, where
M is a nuisance parameter combining supernova abso-
lute magnitude and the Hubble constant H0. The fourth
of the dark energy parameters, measuring the rapidity,
can be chosen to be dw/dNt rather τ if desired. This is
one new equation of state model we will consider; one
unfortunate aspect is that Model 4.0 does not reduce to
Model 2.0 for any choice of parameters, so it cannot be
viewed as an extension of the “baseline” Model 2.0.
B. Extending Two Parameter Dynamics
Given the successful properties of the two parameter
model, and that extensive estimation of constraints on
the two model parameters exists for present and next
generation cosmological probes, let us attempt to extend
Model 2.0 to a third parameter, while keeping the virtues
as intact as possible. Studies of many dark energy models
in the w′−w phase plane reveal interesting properties of
the dynamics [3] and show the success – and limitations
– of Model 2.0.
This model keeps the derivative dw/da constant, or
the logarithmic derivative w′ ≡ dw/dN ≡ dw/d ln a ∼
a. One might conjecture that the logarithmic derivative,
giving the change in dark energy equation of state per
e-fold of cosmic expansion, is an important characteristic
of the dynamics [8]; so let us venture a generalization by
enlarging its scope of behavior. (A different approach in
terms of changing the transition epoch is considered by
[9].) We consider w′ ∼ ab:
w(a) = w0 + wa(1 − ab). [Model 3.1] (7)
3Since Model 2.0 is a fairly successful approximation for
many dark energy models we might expect that b does
not deviate greatly from unity. In terms of the phase
space dynamics of [3], their “thawing” models are a spe-
cial case of Model 3.1, with wa = −(1 + w0) and their
slope equal to our b.
Of course for a model with wa = 0 (such as taking
the cosmological constant as the fiducial model), obser-
vations will place no constraints on the third parameter
b. Therefore, this is not a general extension of the two
parameter model. So we also consider a different way
of changing the dynamics w′. We introduce some scale
factor dependence to dw/da by adding a term of higher
order in 1− a:
w(a) = w0+wa(1−a)+w3(1−a)3. [Model 3.2] (8)
Using the cubic power rather than a quadratic preserves
the trend of the logarithmic derivative w′ at the present,
a = 1. For example if wa = 0 then with this cubic the
sign of w′ does not flip around the present day, unlike
with a quadratic. We make no claims, however, that the
cubic form is of great significance; it merely represents
a possible three parameter form with reasonable proper-
ties, extending the standard two parameter model.
It is instructive to also investigate a more extreme evo-
lution of the equation of state, such as
w(a) = w0 +wa(1− a) +we[(1 + z)ez − 1], [Model 3.3]
(9)
to see the influence of runaway behavior at high redshifts.
This will not be suitable for treating CMB or growth
related data, and we only consider it briefly.
Below we give the expressions for the modifications to
the Hubble expansion δH2 = H2/H20 − Ωma−3, divided
by (1 − Ωm), for the models considered:
[Model 3.1] : a−3(1+w0+wa)e−3wa(1−a
b)/b (10)
[Model 3.2] : a−3(1+w0+wa+w3) × (11)
e−3wa−11w3/2+3(wa+3w3)a−9w3a
2/2+w3a
3
[Model 3.3] : a−3(1+w0+wa−we)e−3wa(1−a)+3we(e
z
−1)(12)
III. SEARCHING FOR SUCCESSFUL
CONSTRAINTS
One question to address before further investigation
is what is our criteria for success in constraining dark
energy parameters. We can obviously fit a model with
many parameters, each poorly, but what we mean by
“how many dark energy parameters?” is how many can
we determine to an accuracy that provides real physical
insight. What the criteria for success should be is not a
solved problem, though recent progress has been made
by [3, 10].
We adopt the following unrigorous but reasonable
seeming criteria: 1) a parameter describing the equa-
tion of state at some epoch should be determined to a
fractional error of < 10%, relative to its fiducial value,
e.g. the future equation of state value should be found to
within 0.1, and 2) a parameter describing the change in
equation of state, or a derivative, should be estimated to
within 0.2 (i.e. 20% of the Hubble time scale). It is hard
to see that much looser constraints would be of substan-
tial use in unraveling the physics.
We carry out a full Fisher analysis of the cosmolog-
ical parameter uncertainties to test how many equation
of state parameters can be reasonably constrained, in ad-
dition to the matter density Ωm, and other parameters
relevant to the cosmological measurements. Three types
of cosmological probes are considered: Type Ia supernova
distances (SN), weak lensing shear (WL), and the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) angular power spectrum.
We employ supernova distance data of the quality ex-
pected from the next generation experiment SNAP [11],
with 2000 supernovae from z = 0.1−1.7 plus 300 local su-
pernovae from z = 0.03− 0.08, with intrinsic magnitude
dispersion 0.15 magnitudes (7% in luminosity distance)
plus an irreducible systematic of 0.02(1+ z)/2.7 mag per
0.1 redshift bin. This method carries with it the param-
eterM to be marginalized over.
For the fiducial weak lensing survey we assume sky
coverage of 1000 sq. deg. with 100 galaxies per arcmin2,
which roughly corresponds to coverage and depth ex-
pected from SNAP [12]. We also briefly consider a
LSST-type survey with 15000 sq. deg. and 30 galaxies
per arcmin2. Throughout we consider lensing tomogra-
phy with 10 redshift bins equally spaced between z = 0
and z = 3 and use the lensing power spectra on scales
50 ≤ ℓ ≤ 3000. Intrinsic shape noise of each galaxy is
fixed to σγ = 0.22. In addition to the dark energy param-
eters (those describing the equation of state, plus Ωm)
we vary the the amplitude of mass fluctuations with the
fiducial value σ8 = 0.9, the physical matter and baryon
densities Ωmh
2 = 0.147 and Ωbh
2 = 0.023, and the scalar
spectral index n = 1.0. The sum of the neutrino masses is
held fixed at mν = 0.1eV. We compute the linear power
spectrum using the fitting formulae of Hu & Eisenstein
[14]. We generalize the formulae to w 6= −1 by appropri-
ately modifying the growth function of density perturba-
tions. To complete the calculation of the full nonlinear
power spectrum we use the fitting formulae of Smith et
al. [15]. We emphasize that the calculations here are
overoptimistic since we do not consider any systematics
in the weak lensing survey. (On the other hand, it is con-
ceivable that additional information, not captured by the
two-point correlation function, can and will be extracted
from weak lensing maps.) Understanding of weak lensing
systematics is at an early stage and we hope to include
a more realistic treatment in the future; for preliminary
requirements on WL systematics see, e.g., [16].
The third piece of information we (optionally) add is
the full Fisher matrix corresponding to the expected con-
straints from the Planck CMB experiment with tempera-
ture and polarization information [13]. In the SN+CMB
case (i.e. when WL information is not considered), the
4Planck information is captured by the determination of
the CMB peak locations, or measurement of the angu-
lar diameter distance to the last scattering surface with
a fractional precision of 0.7%. As shown in [17], this
nicely complements SN measurements, typically being
more powerful than an independent prior on ΩM com-
ing from large-scale structure surveys.
A. Fitting the Four Parameter Model
To provide a strong chance for tight parameter con-
straints on all four parameters in Model 4.0, we take
a sensitive fiducial cosmological model with wf = −1,
∆w = 0.8 (wp = −0.2), at = 0.5, and τ = 0.2. Note
that the last value corresponds to dw/dNt = −1. So this
model has a strong transition, at an epoch accessible to
the data, over a time scale also visible to the data.
To get a first look at how difficult the task is, we
look at the unmarginalized uncertainties, i.e. the pa-
rameter estimations if all other parameters (for both
the equation of state and Ωm, M) are fixed. In this
case, SN+CMB data provide σ(Ωm, wf ,∆w, at, τ) =
(0.0043, 0.010, 0.043, 0.014, 0.018), or 0.09 for
σ(dw/dNt). These all satisfy the success criteria
(note the constraint on τ or dw/dNt would be borderline
if we had applied blindly the 10% fractional precision
rule; for consistency, if we apply the 0.2 rule to ∆w and
dw/dNt then the precision requirement on τ should be
∼ 20%).
Other than the rapidity, the equation of state
parameter estimations succeed by factors of 4-10.
Since this is not a huge margin, we have our first
indication that it may be difficult to characterize ac-
curately the equation of state with several parameters,
given the loss in precision that marginalization would
cause. However we should also add in the WL data
(though this is already marginalized over the large
scale structure parameters) and now the (mostly)
unmarginalized estimations are σ(Ωm, wf ,∆w, at, τ) =
(0.0030, 0.011, 0.065, 0.015, 0.016) for SN+WL and
(0.0029, 0.0099, 0.038, 0.13, 0.015) for SN+WL+CMB.
We now examine this model in detail, gradually re-
stricting the four parameter model to fewer parameters
by fixing the others, one at a time, in a physically moti-
vated manner. Full results appear in Table I. For the full
four parameter model even all three probes together only
allow one parameter (at) to be satisfactorily fit. This is
despite the clear complementarity: for example on at,
SN+CMB gives an uncertainty of 0.25, SN+WL gives
0.17, SN+WL+CMB provides 0.045. We also note that
moving away from the fiducial model can cause drastic
increase in the uncertainties; for example with τ = 1 or
wp = −0.8 the parameter estimation errors exceed unity.
So even with next generation measurements of dis-
tances to better than 1%, wide area weak lensing shear
information, and accurate determination of the distance
to the CMB last scattering surface we will be unable to
accurately characterize the dark energy equation of state
with four parameters. In the next subsection we explore
the situation for reduced parameter sets.
Model σ(wf ) σ(∆w) σ(at) σ(τ )
Success criterion 0.1 0.2 0.05 0.04
All 4 parameters 0.15 0.30 0.045 0.13
3 par: fix wf – 0.095 0.045 0.050
3 par: fix ∆w 0.047 – 0.043 0.056
3 par: fix at 0.15 0.29 – 0.13
3 par: fix τ 0.057 0.13 0.044 –
2 par: fix at, τ 0.048 0.13 – –
2 par: fix ∆w, τ 0.041 – 0.043 –
2 par: fix ∆w, at 0.027 – – 0.056
2 par: fix wf , τ – 0.092 0.037 –
2 par: fix wf , at – 0.053 – 0.041
2 par: fix wf ,∆w – – 0.025 0.049
TABLE I: Cosmological parameter sensitivities for the four
parameter equation of state model are here estimated for the
combination of next generation supernovae, weak lensing, and
CMB data. Fixed parameters are denoted with –. The sec-
ond row shows the criteria for successful determination of each
parameter (see text for details). The matter density Ωm esti-
mation is always better than 0.01.
1. Reduction to three parameters
Fixing parameters corresponds to using theoretical
prejudice to pre-determine characteristics of the equation
of state. Ideally, this is physically motivated prejudice,
but sometimes the choice is not clear and one should scan
the phase space to see how the fiducial choice of the fixed
parameter affects the results.
First we address the variable wf describing the asymp-
totic future value of the equation of state. Since obser-
vational data only exist for the past, we have no direct
constraint on the future. If the transition from past to
future values is not complete, then the data should not
be sensitive to the exact choice of wf . We fix wf = −1,
corresponding to an asymptotic deSitter state, arguably
better motivated than some other value. For the resulting
three free parameter equation of state the uncertainties
using SN+WL+CMB meet the criteria for success for
only two parameters (∆w and at). Again, changing the
fiducial values tends to increase the errors dramatically.
Next we fix the transition epoch at = 0.5. This could
be roughly justified by the expectation that dark energy
should start to show increased dynamics as its energy
density begins to overtake the matter density. Note that
the standard Model 2.0 evaluates w′ at a = 0.5 for the
same reason, and proves successful in matching many
scalar field and extended gravity model behaviors. Now
5the three free parameter equation of state model fails to
fit any parameter satisfactorily (recall that at was the one
successful fit in the full four parameter case, and now we
have rendered that moot). Moving the transition epoch
further in the past allows better determination of wf , e.g.
taking at = 0.3 yields σ(wf ) = 0.053 rather than 0.15,
but raises the uncertainty on ∆w and τ . Conversely,
making the transition more recent improves estimation
of the rapidity τ (and of the high redshift value wp) but
worsens other parameter errors.
Fixing the rapidity τ or dw/dNt has less strong moti-
vation, but one could argue that dw/dNt = −1, i.e. evo-
lution on the Hubble time scale, is a reasonable choice.
For the fiducial parameters this corresponds to τ = 0.2.
With fixed τ = 0.2, the three free parameter equation
of state allows successful fit of all three parameters. But
as we say, it is less obvious that we can justify holding
the rapidity fixed, and if the fiducial is changed to τ = 1,
then none of the parameters can be reasonably estimated.
Finally, taking fixed the degree of change of the equa-
tion of state from the far past to far future, ∆w =
wp − wf , again less physically justified, allows success-
ful estimation of two of the three remaining equation of
state parameters (for the extreme case ∆w = 0.8).
One would need to carry out a comprehensive scan
of phase space (e.g. along the lines of the Markov chain
Monte Carlo [18] applied to the four parameter model
Eq. 4 in terms of scale factor a) to be sure that the re-
duced three parameter equation of state model cannot
satisfy the characterization criteria in any particular case.
However we have shown that we cannot generically ex-
pect satisfactory three parameter fits, and indeed cannot
obtain them (except in the fixed rapidity case) in a fidu-
cial model designed to be especially favorable to see the
behavior of the equation of state (we have checked that
τ = 0.2 gives near optimal sensitivity). Moreover, since
we do not know which fiducial case represents the true
universe, we cannot claim three equation of state param-
eters are justified unless such a model is successfully fit
over a broad region of phase space.
2. Reduction to two parameters
Of course we know that it is possible to achieve a suc-
cessful two parameter characterization of the dark en-
ergy equation of state: that is precisely what the stan-
dard Model 2.0 does. For the data simulation used here,
Model 2.0 delivers σ(w0, w
′) = (0.066, 0.11) for a fiducial
model of the cosmological constant.
Reducing Model 4.0 to a two parameter case by fixing
two parameters at a time gives six permutations. These
are presented in Table I. Briefly, all cases where τ is one
of the parameters fixed can successfully fit two param-
eters (note that we also can find the derived parameter
wp, the high redshift value of the equation of state to
better than 0.1). However when τ is one of the two free
parameters, we fail to estimate it well and so only attain
a one parameter fit in the equation of state.
Note that with only one of either supernova or weak
lensing data, the only one of the six permutations of
the doubly reduced four parameter model that even
marginally succeeds in fitting two parameters is where
we fix at and τ – the major part of the dynamics we seek
to find! This further demonstrates that it is remarkably
difficult to characterize detailed dynamics of dark energy,
even using next generation data, and complementarity is
essential.
B. Results from Three Parameter Extensions
If the full four parameter dynamics generalization fails,
perhaps a more limited extension of the standard two
parameter (value and derivative) approach would work,
as proposed in §II B.
1. Power law extension
In Model 3.1, we allowed dw/da to depend on a, as a
power law. Recall that no constraint can be placed on the
third parameter b when the fiducial model has wa = 0.
Also, a fiducial value near b = 1 (i.e. looking like the stan-
dard Model 2.0) does not change the constraints on the
other equation of state parameters very much. Taking
b to differ from unity by 10% changes the uncertainties
in w0 and wa by roughly 10% and 7%. However, even
when using a fiducial model with wa 6= 0 it is not possible
to obtain a reasonable constraint on b. In the SUGRA
model with w0 = −0.82, wa = 0.58, the third parame-
ter can only be estimated with σ(b) ≈ 0.8 (without all
three probes this becomes worse than 2). So this model
does not allow characterization of dark energy behavior
beyond two parameters.
2. Cubic extension
In the cubic Model 3.2, we do not have the problem
with no determination of the third parameter for fiducial
wa = 0. However now covariance with the additional
parameter significantly degrades estimation of the first
two parameters, especially wa, unless tightly controlled
by inclusion of all three probes. With all three sources of
information, for the fiducial cosmological constant case
the uncertainty σ(w3) = 0.64. While all three parame-
ters can be satisfactorily fit for the SUGRA case (0.074
uncertainty in w3), we have no guarantee that the uni-
verse lives in such a favorable case, and so we cannot
generically gain a third parameter to teach us about dark
energy.
63. Misleading sensitivity
To attempt to constrain a third parameter tightly
enough to be useful, we are led to models with high sen-
sitivity to the equation of state, e.g. by rapid variation.
Indeed this is basically what allows Model 3.2 to succeed
as well as it does: the cubic behavior, though bounded,
gives strong evolution. To carry the sensitivity to an
extreme, we consider the exponential Model 3.3. Even
using only the single probe of supernovae distances, we
find that indeed we can obtain successful constraints of
∼ 0.2 on we. By contrast, with supernovae only, the third
parameters in Models 3.1 and 3.2 can only be determined
to ∼ 10.
This enhanced sensitivity is a bug, not a feature. The
equation of state model is pathological, blowing up for
high redshifts. Indeed we cannot straightforwardly em-
ploy CMB data or weak lensing data (because it depends
on the growth function from high redshift). The same
situation arises, though less extremely, in the pioneering,
but now obsolete, parametrization first considered in [19]:
w(z) = w0 + w1z. [Model 2.1] (13)
Even cutting this off at some moderate redshift and
stitching on a more well-behaved parametrization can
cause misestimation of cosmological parameter determi-
nation.
For example, spurious estimations can result from us-
ing Model 2.1 for baryon oscillation surveys. These data
typically extend to z = 1.5 − 3.5 and sensitivities for
baryon oscillations alone can appear quite promising. Pa-
rameter estimations in terms of w1 are factors of 1.9-2.7
times better than those in terms of w′ ≡ wa/2; however,
as stated above this is a bug not a feature. This hyper-
sensitivity arises from the extreme evolution forced upon
the equation of state (even when the fiducial model is
taken to be w1 = 0, the form still enters in the Fisher
derivatives). One can test this by considering only low
redshift (z < 1) data, where Model 2.1 is not too egre-
gious; indeed then the sensitivities in terms of w1 and
w′ = wa/2 agree. This is not to say that baryon oscil-
lations do not provide a possible cosmological probe –
they do in complementarity with other methods. Rather
it cautions against applying a parametrization outside its
realm of validity. Since we are now in the fortunate sit-
uation of employing data sets extending beyond z ≈ 1,
Model 2.1 has become unsuitable and should be retired.
C. Success vs. Model Independence
It appears that obtaining a three parameter character-
ization of the dark energy equation of state is nontrivial.
We simultaneously need high sensitivity of the dark en-
ergy to the third parameter, and small covariance with
the other parameters, so as not to increase their uncer-
tainties. We use this idea in §IV to make one more at-
tempt at describing the equation of state in more detail.
First we note that the equation of state parameter un-
certainties calculated need not be the minimum errors.
For a given form of w(a) one can look for a change of vari-
ables that minimizes the error on some variable, or some
other quantity (such as volume of the N-dimensional un-
certainty ellipsoid). However the price to pay for this
improvement is breakdown of model independence. The
new variables formed will no longer have the same phys-
ical meaning as one changes the experiment (e.g. maxi-
mum redshift), cosmological probe, or fiducial model.
To emphasize this point more strongly, we consider the
case of minimum variance, or the “pivot redshift” (see
[20] and also Appendix A of the omnivaluable [13]). For
the standard Model 2.0, say, we can ask what variable
characterizing the value of the equation of state shows
the minimum uncertainty. The uncertainty on w(a) is
σ2(w(a)) = σ2(w0)+(1−a)2σ2(wa)+2(1−a)COV [w0, wa],
(14)
where COV represents an entry in the covariance matrix.
Minimizing this with respect to a, to find the smallest
uncertainty on the value of the equation of state at any
epoch, we find that at amin = 1 + COV [w0, wa]/σ
2(wa)
the minimum uncertainty is obtained, on the new vari-
able wmin = w0 + wa(1− amin):
σ2(wmin) = σ
2(w0)− COV 2[w0, wa]/σ2(wa). (15)
This is manifestly smaller than σ(w0).
But wmin has no absolute meaning independent of
probe, survey characteristics, priors, or fiducial model,
and so it cannot be used to compare experiments or mod-
els. For example, for the supernovae plus CMB data
set, zmin = 0.28 and σ(wmin) = 0.038. But that was
for a fiducial cosmological constant; if a fiducial SUGRA
model is used then wmin has a different meaning, and
zmin = 0.52 and σ(wmin) = 0.016. If no CMB data is
used, instead a 0.03 prior on the matter density, then
the cosmological constant case has zmin = 0.10 and
σ(wmin) = 0.072.
Since the main point of a phenomenological equation
of state rather than an exact solution for a specific scalar
field dynamics is the utility of model independence (not
to mention survey independence and experiment inde-
pendence), such a variable redefinition is not so useful
in seeking a general answer to the question of how many
dark energy parameters can be characterized.
IV. HOW MANY PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS?
Consider the simplest case of a single cosmological pa-
rameter extended to two parameters. If the fiducial value
of the new parameter is such that it does not affect the
previous parameter sensitivity, then we can treat this as
adding a row and column to the previous Fisher matrix.
The uncertainty on the first variable then grows from
7σ(v1) = (F11)
−1/2 to
σ(v1) = [F22/(F11F22 − F 212)]1/2 = (F11)−1/2
1√
1− r ,
(16)
where r = F 212/(F11F22) is the covariance between the
parameters. Covariance blows up parameter errors un-
less the additional parameter is rather uncorrelated with
the previous parameter. This leads to the idea of inves-
tigating how many uncorrelated parameters can be used
to characterize the dark energy equation of state.
The function describing the background behavior of
dark energy – such as the equation of state or energy
density – can be decomposed into its principal compo-
nents (PC). Note that we seek the number of components
directly informative about the nature of dark energy, so
while we might obtain, say, 17 PCs to 1% for distances
to z = 0.1− 1.7 or 8 PCs of the Hubble parameter, these
would require differentiation of noisy data to teach us
about the dark energy dynamics directly. Therefore we
concentrate on the dark energy equation of state from
the start.
Principal components offer several nice features. They
are uncorrelated, orthogonal, and widely separated by
how accurately they can be measured. No functional
form is assumed, but on the other hand, the eigenmodes
have no meaning independent of model, survey, or tech-
nique (cf. §III C). The first principal component gives
the quantity most accurately measured by a particular
survey. Here we extend the work of [21] applied to SN
measurements by computing the principal components
measured by weak lensing surveys, and also adding the
CMB power spectrum information.
We assume w(z) to be described by 20 piecewise con-
stant values in redshift uniformly distributed in redshift
between z = 0 and z = 2. We form another, 21st bin
at 2 < z < zlss, but find that its presence has no dis-
cernible effect on the results since dark energy is sub-
dominant at such high redshifts for the fiducial ΛCDM
cosmology that we assume. Once we compute the full
Fisher matrices for SN, WL, and CMB we have an op-
tion of adding them. We then diagonalize the resulting
Fisher matrix for the usual cosmological plus dark en-
ergy parameters, and marginalize over the former. We
are left with the effective Fisher matrix for the 21 equa-
tion of state parameters, which we diagonalize, and thus
obtain the principal components and their eigenvalues.
For more detailed mathematical and practical aspects of
this procedure, see [21].
The top left panel in Fig. 1 shows the three best
measured principal components of w(z) for weak lens-
ing SNAP and LSST surveys. Note that the best mea-
sured PC peaks at z ∼ 0.4 – as expected, the sensitivity
of weak lensing surveys to dark energy is at higher red-
shifts than that of SN, which are shown in the top right
panel. We also see that while adding the WL+CMB in-
formation does not drastically change the shape of the
best SN PC, the second best-measured PC, and higher
ones, are moved to higher redshifts.
The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the principal result:
the inverse signal-to-noise in measurements of each PC
for SN alone, SN+CMB, SN+WL, WL+CMB, and the
three probes combined. More precisely, we computed the
coefficient of each principal component entering the fidu-
cial w(z) and its error, and define σPC =error/coefficient.
[Note that it is σPC, and not the raw error, that matters
and determines at how many “sigma” each PC is de-
tected1]. To guide the eye we also plot two horizontal
lines corresponding to two criteria for parameter mea-
surement accuracy: the weak criterion σPC = 1 (below
which we have a “1-σ detection” of a given PC) and the
strong criterion σPC = 0.1 which is precisely equivalent
to our 10% criterion from Sec. III.
We see that SN measurements alone, with systemat-
ics, measure three PCs to S/N > 1, and they are further
significantly helped by adding the Planck measurement
of dA(zlss) (cf. [17]). Weak lensing power spectra alone,
without systematics however, measures four PCs to pre-
cision satisfying the weak criterion (not shown). Finally,
combining all three probes leads to five (nearly six) PCs
measured to S/N > 1. This is quite encouraging and
shows in a slightly different light that all three surveys
contribute nontrivially to the information content. How-
ever, we also find that all three surveys combined lead
to only two PCs passing the strong criterion, and two
more if we dilute it to 25% precision (σPC = 0.25). Our
results are in rough agreement with those of Knox et al.
[22] who also consider the error in measurement of the
PCs with both SN and WL. (Note that taking instead
LSST-like WL data does not change the numbers of PCs
quoted above.)
These results indicate that it is not just a matter of
finding a “better” parametrization. Even with allowing
w(a) to take on whatever form the data best fit, next
generation data can only generically provide tight con-
straints on two dark energy parameters.
V. CONCLUSION
We have examined various characterizations of the
dark energy in both parametric and non-parametric
forms. Even with observational data corresponding to
next generation probes of supernova distances, weak lens-
ing shear, and the CMB, we find it is extremely challeng-
ing to give a model independent description of the equa-
tion of state with more than two parameters: the value
at some epoch and a measure of its variation. The good
news is that the two parameter model in current use is
well understood, physically motivated, and accurate.
To some extent this should not be surprising. If the
1 We number PCs in order of monotonically increasing raw errors,
which usually (but not always) implies monotonically increasing
values of σPC, depending on the coefficients entering w(z).
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FIG. 1: Top left: three best measured principal components of w(z) for the upcoming weak lensing surveys; higher depth and
galaxy density (SNAP) and wider area (LSST) each contribute well. Note that the best measured mode peaks at z ∼ 0.4. Top
right: Two of the best measured PCs of w(z) expected for a SNAP-type survey for SN alone, and SN combined with weak
lensing and CMB (Planck dA(zlss)). The best PC from SN alone peaks at z ∼ 0; this becomes z ∼ 0.2, if ΩM is independently
known to better than 0.01 (not shown). Note that the second best measured PC is pushed out to higher redshift once the
WL and CMB information is added in. Bottom: inverse signal-to-noise in measuring the PCs of w(z); that is, accuracies in
measuring the PC coefficients divided by their fiducial values. We show the cases of SN alone, SN+CMB, SN+WL, WL+CMB,
and the three probes combined. Throughout, we include the systematics in SN constraints, but not in WL estimates as the
systematics contributions to the latter are highly uncertain.
underlying microphysics, e.g. potential of the dark energy
field, is reasonably smooth, described by a few parame-
ters, then we should not expect more parameters to be
evident in the equation of state. However we note that
other microphysics, such as couplings to matter or non-
canonical sound speed [23, 24], have not been addressed
here (although if w ≈ −1 then we do not expect the sound
speed to have much observable effect [25, 26, 27, 28]).
A more fundamental question to ask is what physics
would we learn anyway with fitting a third parameter;
the physical interpretation of basic dynamical character-
istics such as an equation of state value and its variation
is clear, but an extra parameter for the sake of having
more may not hold much revelation, i.e. no real quali-
tative difference. Furthermore, if we concatenate all our
cosmological probes together in the quest for one more
piece of information then we run the risk of losing the
ability to test a more general framework. For example,
by contrasting the expansion history with the growth his-
tory [5, 29, 30, 31], e.g. supernovae and weak lensing
separately, we can seek whether the general concept of
an effective equation of state w(a) corresponds to the
specific origin of a high energy physics scalar field or a
modification of Einstein gravity.
More elaborate parametrizations have some uses, e.g.
testing for bias in the recovered w(z) (e.g. [32]) or search-
9ing for a particular property (e.g. rapid evolution), but
this must be weighed against the fact that extra param-
eters can only be weakly constrained. In fact, even if we
reduce a higher parameter model down to two parame-
ters by a physically motivated fixing of some parameters,
in most cases the complementarity of all three cosmolog-
ical probes is essential. The standard parametrization in
terms of w0 and wa is one of the few successful enough
to manage a generic fit with only a subset of probes; an-
other is the new four parameter model introduced, with
fixed transition epoch and rapidity.
The principal component decomposition of dark energy
equation of state is a powerful approach that explicitly
protects against biases in parameter determination and
separates the accurately measured parameters from the
poorly measured ones. But even the PC method has
weaknesses – the recovered principal components depend
on the survey specifications, and are not related to funda-
mental physics of dark energy in any obvious way. Most
likely the most powerful approach of characterizing dark
energy will be testing the data in multiple ways, through
both a parametrized function and PCA to check for con-
sistency.
The conclusion is that more than two parameters is not
viable for a general fit with next generation data if we are
interested in parameters directly informative about the
nature and dynamics of dark energy that do not require
further differentiation with respect to redshift. We can
then ask how good do we need – what are the require-
ments on the data such that we would be successful in
characterizing the dark energy dynamics with a third pa-
rameter. For the power law extension, Model 3.1, to esti-
mate b to 0.2 (with a fiducial SUGRA model), we require
next-next generation improvements in all three probes
together. Next-next generation experiments are defined
as those that determine the distances for z = 0 − 1.7
to 0.05%, averaged over redshift bins ∆z = 0.1, weak
lensing shear power spectrum at the level equivalent to
that of a completely systematics free survey with 10000
square degrees and 100 galaxies per square arcminute,
and the CMB distance to last scattering to 0.1%. For
the cubic case, Model 3.2, the requirement is next-next
generation accuracy on either SN+CMB or WL+CMB.
For the four parameter dynamics, one can attain suc-
cessful fits to all four parameters with either next-next
generation improvements to SN or to WL. However, this
was for the most sensitive fiducial model and does not
hold generally. For example, next-next accuracy on all
three probes still fails to fit even three parameters if the
true model instead possesses, say, at = 0.3 or τ = 1.
So while it is not clear what we would gain in physics
insight from going beyond two parameters, it is apparent
that it would be extraordinarily difficult to achieve such
characterization. The two basic dynamical properties of
the dark energy equation of state value and variation
seem a reasonable and realistic goal for the next genera-
tion.
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